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CHANGE MAKER FOR VENDING MACHINE 

Francis C. Du Grenier, Haverhill, and Frank B. Perri, 
Groveland, Mass.; said Perri assignor to Blanche E. 
Bouchard, Haverhill, Mass. ‘ 

Original ' application February 18, 1954, Serial No. 
411,109. Divided and this application March 29, 1954, 
Serial No. 419,188 

4 Claims. (c1. 133-4) 

This invention relates to vending machines which on 
the insertion of proper coins and actuation of a selector 
mechanism will dispense a selected article through ap 
propriate delivery mechanism. 
More particularly this invention relates to a change 

maker mechanism for use with vending machines 
whereby, for example, when a customer inserts a quarter 
into the machine to obtain an article of merchandise 
having a price of 20¢, the machine will return a nickel 
in change to him. This eliminates the necessity‘ for the 
customer to vhave the exact change to obtain an article 
from the machine. 

This invention is a division of our copending appli 
cation for Electric Vending‘Machine Serial No.‘ 411,109 
?led February 18, 1954 which is a continuation-in-part 
of our application Serial No. 140,464 ?led January 25, 
1950 for Electric Vending Machine, now abandoned. 

Brie?y this invention relates to a change maker mechae 
nism for use with‘ a vending machine, and has as its 
principal object provision of a change maker comprising 
a plurality of coin columns‘, at least one of which pref 
erably being adapted to be automatically ?lled ‘during 
the. operation of the vending machine, means for auto 
matlcallyuactuating the change maker mechanism dura 
ing the interval that the vending machine is being oper 
ated, and means for automatically converting from one 
coincolum‘n‘to another coin column when the former is 
‘empty. / 

Before explaining. in detail the present invention it is 
to betlmderst'ood that the invention is not limited in its 
application to the details of construction ‘and arrange 
ment of partsillustrated in the accompanying drawings‘, 
since. the invention is capable of other embodiments and 
of-wbeing ‘practiced or‘ carried out in various ways. It 
is ‘also to be understood that the phraseology or termi 
nology employed herein is for the purpose of description 
and not of limitation and it is not intended to limit the 
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Fig. 7 is a fragmentary detail section similar to that 

of Fig. 5, showing the coin ‘being released from the change 
maker and illustrating how the coin release slide is reset; 

Fig. 8 is a fragmentary sectional View taken'on line 
5 8-'8 on Fig. 3, showing the operation of the switch as 
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invention-claimed herein beyond the requirements of the ‘ 
prior art. 
, Other objects and many-of the attendant fea-turesqand 
advantages of ‘the invention appear in the following speci 
?c'ation-and accompanying drawings, in which, 
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. Fighl is a‘ front‘ elevation :of the ‘change maker as- ‘ 
sembly as mounted on 
ing machine; ‘ ‘ , 

1 ‘Fig. 2 is a fragmentary detail of Fig. 1, showing. how 
coins spill over into‘ thecoin box chute of the machine 
when the automatic coin tube is full; 
. ‘I'Fig. 3 is a plan sectional view taken on line 3-3 on 
Fig. 1; ' 

,Fig. _4 is a perspective detail of the coin ejector slide 
of the change maker; _ 

t Fig. 5 is a vertical ‘section taken on line 5-~5 on Fig. 
3, showing the parts of the change maker in normal po 
sition, broken lines indicating the position of the coin 
ejector slide when released; ‘ . . ‘ 

Fig. 6 is a fragmentary‘ plan section taken ‘on line -6-6 
on‘FigS; ' ~ 1 - 

one of the ‘side ‘panels of a vend~ 
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sociated with the change maker for shifting from‘?the 
manually ?lled to the automatically ?lled coin tube of 
the change maker; and, r‘ ‘ ‘ 

Fig. 9 is a circuit diagram for the change maker unit. 
In order to facilitate comprehension of the present in 

vention and to facilitate reference to the aforementioned 
parent application Serial No. 411,109, like numerals are 
employed in the di?erent ‘views to indicate like elements 
and the numerals employed to identify the various ele 
ments of the change maker assembly are identical to the 
numerals employed in the aforementioned parent ‘appli 
cation Serial No. 411,109 to identify these same elements. 
The change maker mechanism of this invention is 

preferably mounted on a side panel of the vending ma 
chine in order to have the machine as compact as pos 
sible. in the drawings, the change maker assembly is 
shown secured to a panel 4 which is preferably a side 
panel of the vending machine and corresponds to side 
panel 4 of the vending machine described in parent ap 
plication No. 411,109. vIn Figs. 1 and 3 there is illus 
trated a preferred embodiment ‘of this invention com 
prising two cylindrical coin columns 706 and 708 mounted 
side by side by bracket 702 on side panel 4. These coin 
columns have an inside diameter of size suf?cient to re 
ceive nickels. Bracket 702 also serves as the floor of the 
change maker and is provided with a pair of holes 704 
through‘ which coins may ‘be dropped into the delivery 
chute of the machine. The ?rst column'706 is automati 
cally fed’ nickels deposited in the machine, as illustrated 
in Figs. 1 and 2, and described in the aforementioned 
parent application. When column 706 is full, additional 
coins directed to the column strike the topmost coin in 
the column and spill ‘over into a chute 309 leading to 
a cash box 311 located at the bottom of the machine. The 
second column 708 is manually fed with coins and acts 
‘as a ‘surplus reservoir for nickels, being cut into opera 
tion if and when the ?rst column 7 06 is nearly empty of 
nickels. 
The change maker as here shown comprises two corna 

plete ‘or duplicate sets of mechanism. 'It will be under 
stood that the ?rst set associated with column 706 is the 
one normally operated and the ‘second set associated with 
column 708 is a reserve or auxiliary mechanism to be 
used :only when the ?rst column 706 is exhausted of its 
supply of nickels. 
Each mechanism includes a horizontal sliding bar 712 ‘ 

slidably mounted for horizontal movement on ?oor 
bracket 702. One sliding bar 712 at its rear end passes 
under coin column 706. The other passes under col 
umn 708. 

, As best shown‘in Fig. 4, each sliding bar 712 carries 
on its forward end a downwardly extending ?ange 714 
and at ‘its rear end is provided with a hole 716. A verti 
cally extending locking tab 718 is provided on each slid~ 
ing bar 712." . i ‘ 

Associated with each sliding bar 712 is a coiled spring 
720 attached at one end to locking tab 718 and at the 
other end to the front vertical portion 722 of bracket 
702. Pivotally mounted above each sliding bar 712 is a 
pivoted locking lever 724. Each lever 724Vis pivotally 
mounted at the front vertical portion 722 of bracket 702, 
and extends horizontally above sliding bar 712. Pro 
vided at the rear end of each locking lever 724 is a notch 
726 which‘ engages locking tab 718 of sliding bar 712 
beneath the locking lever. Locking lever 724 holds slid 

‘ ing bar 712 againstthe pull of_spring’70 in its rearward 
position with‘hole 71cm ‘registration with tube 706 or 
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708, whereby hole 716 is ?lled by the bottom 
coin column 706 or 708. 
Mounted on the vertical plate 730 of bracket 702 

above sliding'bars'712 are solenoids 734 ‘and»736 having 
armatures 738 and 740 respectively. The lowerends of 
vthese armatures are pivotally connected to thev free ends 
of pivoted locking levers 724. As will be explained here 
inafter, when solenoid 734 is energized, its armature 738 
is withdrawn, lifting locking lever 724 and releasing 
sliding bar'712 associated with tube 7 06. When solenoid 
736 is energized, bar 712 associated with tube 708 is re 
leased in the same manner. , - 
'A single pole double throw switch 750 is mounted on 

vertical plate 730. This switch has one switch terminal 
connected to solenoid 734 and its other terminal con 
nected to solenoid 736. Its common terminal is con 
nected by lead 803 through suitable switch means os 
sociated with the vending machine to one side of a source 
of power. Solenoids 734 and 736 are both connected 
by lead 800 to the other side of the source of power. 
Switch 750 carries a downwardly extending feeler 752 
which normally extends through a hole or slot inthe 
wall of coin tube 706 adjacent its bottom. When tube 
706 contains suf?cient nickels, feeler 750 is held sub 
stantially out of the tube by the nickels as shown in Fig. 8. 
In this position switch 750 provides a direct electrical 
connection between lead 803 and solenoid 734.. When 
tube 706 is exhausted or nearly exhausted so that no 
column of nickels exists to hold feeler 752 out of tube 
706, lead 803 is then electrically connected by switch 750 
to solenoid 736, and switch 750 is then open to solenoid 
734. When solenoid 734 or 736 is energized, its arma 
ture is drawn upwardly, thus releasing sliding bar 712 
beneath tubes 706 or 708, permitting the sliding bar to 
be drawn forward by coiled spring 720. As sliding bar 
712 travels forwardly it carries with it a coin in hole 716. 
When hole 716 comes into registration with hole 704, 
the coin will drop through hole 704 into a delivery chute 
760 mounted in side panel 4 and leading to the conven 
tional main delivery chute of the vending machine. 

If coin column 706 is exhausted (or nearly exhausted) 
feeler 752 will be unsupported by a column of coins and 
will operate switch 750, electrically connect solenoid 736 
to lead 803 and at the same time electrically disconnect 
solenoid 734. Thus when energy is supplied through 
leads 803 and 800, solenoid 736 is energized and change 
is obtained from column 708. In this way, coins are 
delivered ?rst from coin column 706, until it is exhausted 
or nearly so, and then from surplus coin column 708. 
The change maker is operated when, for example, 25¢ 

in coins are inserted, and a selector button for merchan 
dise priced at 20¢ is pressed. When this occurs, electric 
current is directed for a brief interval of time through 

coin in 

‘ switch 750 ‘from means associated with the vending ma 
chine through solenoids 734 or 736 to actuate the change 
maker mechanism. 
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When the change maker has been operated to deliver >_ ‘ 
change in a vending operation, it is reset by mechanism 
operating on depending ?ange 714 ofsliding bar 712. 
As shown in Figs. 1, 3, 5, 6, and 7, a shaft 56 extends 
through side panel 4 of the machine. This shaft is oscil 
lated by motor means (not‘shown) associated with the 
vending machine, and has at its end a bell crank having 
an arm 460 provided with'a pin or handle 462.- As the 
operating shaft 56 is oscillated by the motor means of 
the vending machine during a vending operation, handle 

4 
ment is adapted to store and dispense nickels in change, 
it will be understood that coin columns 706 and 708 and 
the mechanism associated therewith for dispensing coins 
from the coin columns may be modi?ed to accommodate 
coins of size and denomination, di?erent from nickels. It 
will also be understood that the change maker apparatus 
may comprise more than two coin columns eachehaving 
their own coin release mechanism. In this case,'coin 
column 708 would also be provided with a switch similar 
to switch 750, the additional switch having its common 
terminal connected to switch 750 and its two other ter 
minals connected to solenoid 736 and a similar solenoid 
associated with an additional coin column, thereby'pro 
viding alternate paths of current ?ow through solenoid 
736 and the additional solenoid to lead 800. By such 
an arrangement, if column 706 is empty, column 708 
will be used, but if column 708 is also empty then coins 
will be released from’ the additional column. ' ' 

Obviously many modi?cations and variations, of the 
present invention are possible in the light of the above 
teachings. Therefore, it is to be understood that the 
invention is not limited in its application to the details 
of construction and arrangement of parts speci?cally 
illustrated and that within the scope of the appended 
claims it may be practiced otherwise than as speci?cally 
described or illustrated; 
We claim: 
1. In an electrical coin operated vending machine, a 

changemaker having ?rst and second tubes for receiving 
and retaining coins in a horizontal stacked relation sub 
ject to being dispensed from a bottom opening therein, 
?rst means for dispensing coins from. said ?rst tube, 
second means for dispensing coins from said second tube, 
?rst and second latch means normally locking said'?rst 
and second coin-dispensing means respectively, ?rst and 
second means each including a solenoid for releasing said 
?rst and second latch means respectively, ?rst vand second 
means for operating said ?rst and second coin-dispensing 
means upon release of said ?rst and second latch means 
respectively, an electrical circuit for energizing said ?rst 
and second solenoids to release said ?rst and second latch 
means, said electrical circuit comprising ?rst and second 
conductors leading to a source of electrical power in 
the machine and a switch, said switch comprising ?rst and 
second switch terminals each connected to one side of 
one of said ?rst and second solenoids, and a movable con 
tact arm connected to said ?rst conductor for alternately 
connecting said ?rst and second switch terminals to said 
?rst conductor, said second conductor being connected 
to the other side of said ?rst and second solenoids, said 
?rst tube having a side opening adjacent its delivery end, 
a pivoted feeler ?nger carried by said switch for shifting 
said contact arm from one to the other of said ?rst and 
second switch terminals, said feeler ?nger being normally 
urged into a ?rst position wherein it extends through said 
side opening into said tube and being displaceable by coins 
in said tube and held in a second position substantially 

' outside of said tube when the coins invsaird tube reach 
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462 moves toward sliding bar 712 and comes into contact _ 
with its depending ?ange 714. Thereupon handle 462 
cams in sliding bar 712 from its dotted line position in 
Fig. 5 to its dotted line position in Fig. 7, and the par 
ticular solenoid 734 or 736 being de-energized, locking 
lever 724 again drops into locking position in front of 
locking tab. 718 on sliding bar 712, and the mechanism 
is thus ready for the next change making operation. 
" While the apparatus as shown in its preferred embodi 
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'the level of said side opening, said contact arm being 
connected to said second switch terminal when said feeler 
?nger is in said ?rst position and connected to said?rst 
switch terminal when said feeler ?nger is in said second 
position, whereby said ?rst solenoid may be energized 
only when coins are present in said ?rst tube to the level 
of said opening and said second solenoid may be ener 
gized only when the stack of coins in said ?rst tube fall 
below the level of said opening. a - 

2. The combination of claim 1, further including means 
for directing coins deposited in the machine to said ?rst 
tube, thereby to replenish said ?rst tube and maintain 
said feeler ?nger in said second position. . 

3. The combination of claim 1, wherein said feeler 
?nger is operable independent of said ?rst and second 
coin dispensing means. 7 

4. In an electrical coin operated vending machine,..a 
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change maker mechanism having ?rst and second tubes to 
receive stacks of the same kind of coin, a slide beneath 
each of the tubes having a hole therein to receive one coin, 
moving means forming part of the vending machine and 
acting on said slides to move them in a ?rst direction into 
position with the hole under the stack of coins, a spring 
acting to move each slide in the opposite direction, a 
latch engaging each slide and restraining it against move 
ment by the spring, a solenoid connected to each latch 
and acting when energized to withdraw the latch and re 
lease the slide, a circuit for said solenoids, a switch in 
said circuit operating to pass current alternately to said 
solenoids, and a feeler on the movable member of the 
switch, said feeler being gravitationally balanced to ex 
tend into said ?rst tube and being movable substantially 
clear of said ?rst tube under the ‘weight of coins de 
posited in said ?rst tube, said switch being closed to one 
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solenoid and open to the other solenoid when said 
feeler resides within said tube and being open to said 
one solenoid and closed to said other solenoid when said 
feeler is moved clear of said ?rst tube. 
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